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Abstract
Lobbying by economic actors constitutes a central element of a large part of the literature on trade policy-making. However, it is mainly considered as “input” into the
political system, which then aggregates the demand of different societal interests. As
such inputs, the preferences of economic actors are often simply deduced from economic theory. This paper raises doubts about the usefulness of this analytical parsimony and tries to distinguish more clearly between stable interests, preferences and
strategic choices. In particular, it suggests a model that clarifies how abstract interests
are translated into concrete policy choices. By examining the lobbying carried out by
service providers in the United States (US) and the European Union (EU) in telecommunications and air transport, it then shows that the deduction of trade policy
preferences from economic theory does not account well for the general support of
multilateral trade liberalization by EU service providers. In particular, changes in
identity, causal beliefs and strategic environments in the US and the EU create a variety of lobbying choices that goes beyond the material incentives of trade liberalization.
By studying the learning process and the constraints on lobbying imposed by political
institutions, the paper suggests that even the political preferences of strong economic
actors are sometimes more appropriately dealt with as endogenous to the trade policy
process.

Zusammenfassung
Wirtschaftslobbying ist ein zentraler Bestandteil der Literatur zur Welthandelspolitik,
da man davon ausgeht, dass Unternehmen Regierungsstrategien nachhaltig beeinflussen. Lobbying wird daher im Allgemeinen als „Input“ in den politischen Prozess definiert. Unternehmensinteressen bilden einen Teil der „Nachfrage“, die von Regierungen aggregiert und in politische Entscheidungen umgewandelt wird. Der Inhalt der
wirtschaftspolitischen Interessen von Unternehmen wird dann in den meisten Fällen
aus der Ökonomischen Theorie abgeleitet. Die Autorin des vorliegenden Discussion
Papers hinterfragt die Zweckmäßigkeit einer solchen analytischen Vereinfachung und
versucht, Interessen, Präferenzen und strategische Entscheidungen klarer voneinander
abzugrenzen. Zu diesem Zweck wird ein Modell vorgestellt, das erklärt, wie abstrakte
Interessen in konkrete politische Entscheidungen übersetzt werden. Eine Untersuchung der Lobbying-Praxis von Dienstleistungsfirmen in den Branchen Telekommunikation und Lufttransport in den USA und der Europäischen Union zeigt, dass rein
materielle Anreize nicht ausreichen, die politischen Präferenzen von Dienstleistungsunternehmen der EU zu erklären. Neben den wirtschaftlichen Konsequenzen einer
multilateralen Öffnung der Weltmärkte sind Identitätswandel, grundsätzliche Überzeugungen und die strategischen Grundbedingungen im jeweiligen Land für die Präferenzbildung der Unternehmen entscheidend. Das Papier kommt zu dem Ergebnis,
dass Unternehmenspräferenzen nicht als gegeben angenommen werden können, sondern im Laufe des politischen Prozesses fortentwickelt werden.
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Introduction

How are societal actors’ preferences connected to political outcomes? An answer is
hard to find because political processes are generally complex. Anyone analyzing the
reasons and sequences leading to a specific policy is confronted with a myriad of factors that all potentially weigh on the final outcome. In order to simplify such an intricate social setting, many political scientists rely on a preference-aggregation vision of
politics. Societal actors voice their preferences individually or through collective action, while political actors and institutions respond to and aggregate them. Differences
in policy outcomes across cases may then be due to differences in the collective action
and representation of societal interests or to the way in which political institutions are
able to aggregate societal demands. Preferences, however, are always the necessary first
step of the analysis, because they are considered to be the input that feeds the political
machine.
This input conception of preferences has recently been criticized: most forcefully by
the literature on historical institutionalism (see Steinmo/Thelen/Longstreth 1992;
Thelen 1999; Pierson/Skocpol 2002). For the authors in this tradition, the preferences
of actors do not always exist independently of the political institutions they interact
with. Institutions may affect preferences through the organizational positions they
endow actors with (Hall 1986: 19) or by filtering particular interpretations of the goals
that actors strive for or the best means to achieve these ends (Immergut 1998: 31).
Several case studies have highlighted the endogeneity of preferences empirically, especially in the context of policy-making in the European Union (EU).1 Nonetheless, an
important number of policy studies simplify their analyses by assuming that there are
exogenously given preferences that actors act upon. These preferences, in turn, are
often considered to be a direct result of the concrete benefits economic theory predicts in a given policy situation. This focus on “interests” is characteristic of what Hall
(forthcoming) has termed the “materialist political economy” that has “gripped” contemporary political science.
Joining Hall (forthcoming), this article takes issue with this analytical parsimony and
argues for the need to distinguish between “objective interests of actors, as posited by
some economic theory, and the actors’ own perception of their interests.” Actors can
pursue several, sometimes conflicting objectives simultaneously, and they act under a
Previous versions have been presented at the 100th Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, Chicago IL, and the conference “Les groupes d’intérêt dans le XXIème siècle” at
the Institut d’Etudes Politiques de Paris. I would like to thank the panel participants as well as
Andreas Dür, Martin Höpner, Nicolas Jabko, Andrew Moravcsik, Nils F. Ringe, Armin Schäfer,
Wolfgang Streeck, Christine Trampusch and Aurora Trif for their helpful criticisms.
1
Grossman (2004) has studied the evolution of preferences of domestic actors, while others
have focused on government preferences in intergovernmental negotiations (e.g. Eising /Jabko
2001; Eising 2002; Hall forthcoming).
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great degree of uncertainty. Against this background, the definition of policy preferences happens not only in response to strategic considerations, but also as a consequence of business–government interactions, as these interactions are crucial for the
definition of what is in fact at stake (cf. Wildavsky 1987). Differences in the institutional structure of the relevant political institutions can furthermore favor certain
policy preferences over others and thus provide an incentive to express political demands in correspondence to these biases. In order to address these different possibilities, I propose that policy preferences be understood as a translation process from
basic interests to political stances. A theoretical model then highlights which elements
of the translation are affected by changes in identity, policy ideas or the strategic environment. It thus clarifies when we should expect variation in preferences among actors.
Since analyses based on material interests are most common in trade policy studies
and the field of international political economy (IPE) more generally (see Magee/
Brock/Young 1989; Rogowski 1989; Alt/Gilligan 1994; Alt et al. 1996),2 I will illustrate these claims with an examination of trade policy lobbying on the part of large
service firms in the United States (US) and the EU. A narrative of the process by
which these actors define their policy stances highlights that the materialist hypothesis
provided by the IPE literature cannot account for the support of liberalization displayed by these firms. Arguing that material incentives have no absolute value, this
paper insists on the fact that the way a firm decides to act on the basis of its economic
interests depends, first, on the way the stakes are framed and, second, on the options
it has for pursuing its goals once they are defined. These two stages of ‘learning’ and
‘acting’, however, are shaped through the interactions between business and government representatives, so that we can observe differences between cases that are independent of the purely distributive effects of trade liberalization.
The case study draws on qualitative research carried out between 2002 and 2003.3
Most importantly it is based on 74 interviews with large service firms, government
representatives and business associations in the US and the EU, who all worked on the
issue of service trade liberalization in two sectors: telecommunications services and air
transport.4 Since the study focuses on the understanding of how firms define their
political objectives, the interview data will be used to illustrate the reasoning and difficulties of the political mobilization of economic actors over time.5
2

3
4

5

In their review of the literature, Frieden and Martin (2002) point out, “most IPE scholarship
on foreign economic policy-making begins with an explicit or implicit model in which politicians confront a combination of pressures from concentrated interests and the broad public.”
For further information, see Woll (2004).
Several smaller firms were interviewed as well, but, since they often decide not to mobilize on
trade policy issues, they were not studied systematically, but served instead as counterexamples.
In some aspects, this methodology is similar to the analytical narrative approach (Bates et al.
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The article proceeds in three steps. A first section discusses the notion of interests,
strategies and preferences and proposes to articulate them by conceiving of interest
representation as a translation process from interests to policy preferences. A second
section then presents the case studies and argues that the liberalization support of
firms cannot be understood by focusing on material benefits alone. Drawing on interview data, a third section traces the process by which the preferences of firms formed
and highlights the different stages relevant in these dynamics.

On interests, preferences and strategies

Preferences are widely studied in the research on decision-making and are a central
element of rational choice theories. In contrast to “thin rationality,” which only requires that an individual’s actions are consistent with the objectives he or she hopes to
attain, “thick rationality” requires making assumptions about the valued ends of the
individuals studied (Elster 1983). From Milton Friedman (1953) to Kenneth Waltz
(1979: 5–6), many have argued that the question about strong assumptions is not
whether they are right or wrong, but rather whether they are useful or not.6 The problem is epistemological: the only thing a scientist can observe is an individual’s behavior. One can thus only infer which preference an actor was pursuing with a certain
behavior.
This implies that there are different levels of abstraction, in which an actor’s “interests” can be manifested. We can assume that there is such as thing as a “basic interest,” which needs to be translated into a preference and then into strategic behavior.7
The choices actors make often do not properly represent their more fundamental
preferences for a number of reasons. Actors might make their choices based on incomplete information or their ignorance of their own future desires (Goodin 1982).
Too much information, in turn, can lead actors to “satisfice,” to reach an acceptable
solution instead of an optimal one in order to save time (Simon 1982). Sometimes
actors adopt a risk-adverse strategy, even if it is suboptimal because they want to avoid

6
7

1998), but diverges slightly since it is not exclusively rational-choice oriented (cf. Levi 2003).
As for the authors of the analytical narrative approach, the case study serves to identify the
different elements that shape the strategic interactions between actors. However, it also aims
to show how these different elements are constituted. This last objective is more common to a
constructivist approach (Wendt 1999: 113–138).
Friedman concedes that most individuals do not go through their day thinking about profit
maximization, but he nonetheless claims that they behave “as if” this was the case.
The difference between interest and preferences is acknowledged in the literature (e.g. Milner
1997; Lake/Powell 1999; Vogel 1999). Rational choice theory has furthermore drawn attention to the difference between preferences and choices (cf. Elster 1986). However, these suggestions are not always taken into account and have rarely been dealt with systematically.
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the responsibility for a potential loss (Tversky/Kahneman 1981). At other times, people’s choices merely reflect the institutional framework within which they are acting
(see for example Dowding/King 1995).
Despite these analytical advances, “sins of confusion” between interests, preferences
and strategies are common, as Frieden (1999) underlines.8 Indeed, one common
problem of trade policy literature is the assumption that protectionism is a fixed interest of firms. I will argue that it is only a means to achieve profitability, which in
turn assures survival. To distinguish more clearly, it is helpful to identify the different
levels of abstraction on which “interests” can exist.
When thinking about these basic interests, it is useful to distinguish between the supposed universal base of the assumption, which I choose to call “universal” or “objective” interest, and its subjective translation. Subjective values apply the objective value
to the individual situations of a given actor. For example, let us assume that the universal value is survival. A subjective value would then describe the forms of survival
for different units of analysis: the survival of a nation-state is equivalent to the maintenance of sovereignty, the survival of a politician means that he has to remain an
actor in the public sphere, the survival of a firm means that it has to be profitable.
These fundamental values are the most basic objectives an actor can hold and are generally labeled “interests.” Interests change little, and it has been proven useful to assume that they are fixed. However, in order to be able to make strategic decisions, an
actor has to have some set of beliefs as to how this desired end can be obtained. This
requires deriving a means preference from the end the actor is interested in.9 Deriving
a means preference is a second subjective translation process, which requires that the
actor fixes an overall strategic goal for obtaining his interest. In the case of the nationstate, sovereignty might best be assured through power, politicians traditionally remain in the public sphere through re-election and firms try to ensure high profits by
reducing direct price competition. At the level of these means preferences or strategic
goals, one can imagine other alternatives, however, even if the basic interest does not
change. Firms, for example, might try to maximize profits through offensive rather
than defensive business plans. A final translation step requires adopting a concrete
strategy for obtaining the strategic goal. This contextualized means preference is often
labeled “policy preference”. Policy preferences are what actually distinguishes actors
from each other and permits them to form coalitions or oppositions.10
8
9

10

Frieden cites the use of power in international relations literature, which is sometimes taken
as an end in itself, although it is really only a means of achieving survival.
The difference between ends and means preferences echoes Krehbiel (1992: 66–76) and Hall
(forthcoming). Krehbiel distinguishes between preferences over “outcomes” and preferences
over “policies,” Hall between “fundamental” and “strategic preferences.”
By identifying three translation steps, this model divides what is commonly gathered under
“policy preference” into preferences for policy objectives and into instruments an actor may
adopt or favor in a specific context. This final distinction explains why I have chosen not to
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Table 1

From interests to preferences to strategy

Interest
Preference
Strategy

Types

Politician

Nation-state

Business

1. Basic interest / assumed
objective value

Survival

Survival

Survival

2. Subjective value / ends
preference

Staying in public
sphere

Maintaining
sovereignty

Profitability

3. Means preference /
strategic goal

Re-election

Power

Protection

4. Context-related policy
preference / strategy

Campaign money,
industry support

Armament
or alliance

Tariffs or
quotas

Table 1 summarizes the different levels of objectives and illustrates them using common examples from political science research. The first and the second type are most
often referred to as “interests.” They constitute values the actor is assumed to pursue
in their finality. The second, however, is subjective: it is a translation of the universal
value to the situation of the individual unit of analysis. By personalizing the most basic interest in this way, the subjective value is thus a first approximation of how to
achieve the universal value, in this case survival. Types 2 and 3 are then approximations of 1, which may be grouped under the label “preferences.” Type 2 is an end preference, however, and should change little, while type 3 is already a relatively detectable
means preference. Both are abstract, unapplied beliefs about how to achieve the basic
value, but the second is the goal from which the third step derives. Yet this third step
needs to be contextualized in order to become a concrete policy preference. Types 3
and 4 can therefore be grouped under the label “strategy.” Type 4 is the most contextrelated strategy, highly dependent on the political context, structural and institutional
variation, opportunity structures and resources of the actor in question.11 Within each
group (interests, preferences or strategies), one step defines the goal and the other one
the way to achieve this goal. At different levels of abstractions, different types of goals
become visible and the more concrete they become, the more likely it will be to observe variation in the respective strategies.
At a theoretical level, conceiving of interests as a translation process with at least three
different steps is useful for conceptualizing the thrust of different families of literature
in political science. The final step is the one most studied in rational choice theory
because it contains the difference between the conscious objective the actor seeks to
achieve and the strategic choices he makes in its pursuit.12 The literature focusing on
the effect of ideas on politics has called attention to the middle step (e.g. McNamara

11
12

adopt Krehbiel or Hall’s terminology, which would risk merging the two final translation
steps.
The overlap of labels is conscious and illustrates why there has been a considerable amount of
confusion in the literature.
Central elements in this extensive literature are, for example, the importance of power distribution, the constellation of actors (e.g. Scharpf 1997), or the effects of the sequence and repetition of interaction (e.g. Axelrod 1984).
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1998). 13 Finally, the impact of
identity on goals is another important domain of the constructivist literature, which tries to
show how individual actors are
constituted as specific agents
through their interactions in a
social setting (e.g. Wendt 1994).
Distinguishing what element of a
preference translation one wishes
to analyze is necessary to avoid
an artificial juxtaposition of literatures that do not actually address the same question. In particular, it clarifies that constructivism and rational choice approaches are not necessarily competing explanations, but that they simply refer to different parts of the preference
formation process.14 The point this article is trying to make is that one needs to be
explicit about the level of the translation process one wishes to consider. Furthermore,
long-term analyses or comparisons of behavior across countries require dealing with
several levels of abstraction in order to fully account for the observed evolution and to
be able to make valid generalizations.
Where studying business interests in trade policy is concerned, a conceptualization of
these different translation steps also helps to construct possible “translation paths,”
which allow us to trace or not to trace an observed change in strategic behavior to a
more fundamental change in preferences. For business interests, we can identify a list
of possible variations that might occur in the different translation processes. For the
sake of simplicity, let us assume that there is only one possible universal interest: survival. Traditionally, we would assume that an economic agent can only survive if it
can be sure of being profitable, so its utility function will be profit maximization. Neil
Fligstein (2002), on the other hand, makes the case that firms are not only producers,
but also social organizations which need to operate in a stable environment in order
to survive. While it could be argued that profit and stability are conflicting goals, I

13

14

Instead of focusing on all the possible effects of ideas in politics, this particular mechanism
focuses on the beliefs actors can have about causal mechanisms or normative ideas about how
a specific goal can be obtained. For a brief overview of the literature on ideas, see Surel (2000).
This is true at least as far as the analysis of behavior is concerned. Certainly, constructivist and
rationalist approaches disagree on a number of issues, most notably on the time frame which
they consider in their analysis, the stability of strategic environments, and often also on ontological assumptions.
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propose that they derive from the same basic desire, survival, and represent subjective
values of two different sides of a firm.15
In any set of situations where these subjective values are stable, we can expect to observe variation in the means preferences and the strategic goals the actors determine
for themselves in order to secure their subjective value. Without claiming that this is
an exhaustive list of possibilities, Figure 2 represents possible variations in business
demands for international trade graphically.
Once an interest translation tree is reasonably well constructed, it helps to clarify a
claim about the – unobservable – change of preferences, i.e. changes at level 2 or 3 of
the tree. Empirical observation can help to note changes in behavior only (cf. Frieden
1999). With reference to these articulations, however, it becomes possible to argue
that a rational firm with a preference for the status quo would not possibly lobby for
reciprocal trade liberalization, which often leads to virulent reorganization of the
market. In other words, if we find that a firm which has previously lobbied for import
restrictions now lobbies for reciprocal trade liberalization, we can argue that it would
have had to adjust its means preferences from protection for profitability to expansion
for profitability.

15

For a firm as a producer, survival means remaining profitable, but for a firm as a social organization, survival means assuring stability. For empirical research, the principal question
then becomes one of determining which identity is the dominant one in a specific context. A
legal /institutional context that facilitates hiring and firing or measures against strikes would
underline the producer identity of a firm, a constraining context the social organization identity.
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Two cases of service trade liberalization

In order to show why these distinctions are necessary for avoiding faulty hypotheses
about the behavior of political actors, let us consider the case of corporate trade policy
lobbying. In particular, the following two sections investigate the lobbying carried out
by large service providers in the US and the EU on the issue of trade liberalization in
the sectors telecommunication services and international air transport. The two sectors were chosen because both are dominated by large, sometimes even monopolistic,
firms which faced the prospect of liberalization of their home markets and, with that,
exposure to foreign competition. From the existing trade policy literature, we would
assume that firms competing over exports should lobby in favor of liberalization,
while firms competing over imports should prefer protection of their domestic markets (e.g. Alt/Gilligan 1994). While this hypothesis proves quite relevant for some of
the behavior observed, it fails to account for variation between countries and the
threshold at which firms decide in favor of one or the other solution. This shortcoming, I argue, arises from neglecting to consider the potential sources of variation specified in the empirical section: identity, causal beliefs, and differences in the strategic
environment in the US and the EU.
Before we return to the existing hypotheses in the literature and the counterpropositions that come out of the previous discussion of preference formation, however, it is useful to clarify the type of liberalization and the actual pattern of lobbying
in the two cases studied.

Multilateral liberalization of basic telecommunication services

For over a century, international exchanges in telecommunication services were governed by inter-firm agreements under the technical oversight of the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU). Within national boundaries, telecommunications
services were commonly provided by a monopoly operator, often in the hands of the
government. Despite the fact that several countries turned towards a more marketoriented model at the domestic level, international competition in telecommunications was precluded by the monopoly provision in foreign countries.16 It was only in
the mid-1990s that trade liberalization was negotiated through a multilateral agreement on basic telecommunication services as part of the General Agreement on the
Trade of Services (GATS) of the WTO (Petrazzini 1996; Drake/Noam 1997; Sherman
1998; Cowhey/Richards 2000). After the signing of the GATS at the conclusion of the
Uruguay Round in 1993, member countries agreed to continue sectoral talks on tele16

On the traditional models and the change in the telecommunication industry, see for example
Noam (1992) or Schneider (1999).
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com services from May 1994 to April 1996. The deadline eventually had to be extended because the existing offers were judged insufficient by the US delegation. In a
second and more important round of talks, a much larger group of countries agreed
on commitment schedules and a common regulatory framework referred to as the
Reference Paper. The result of these negotiations, the Basic Telecommunications
Agreement, was finally adopted on February 15, 1997, and went into effect on February 5, 1998.17
Prior to the WTO negotiations, the US had already deregulated its long-distance telecommunications market through the divestiture of AT&T (Cohen 1992). Local networks, however, remained under monopoly control of the Regional Bell Operating
Companies (RBOCs) until the Telecommunications Act of 1996, signed into law in
1999 (see Crandall/Hausman 2000). In Europe, the liberalization of national telecom
markets became part of an EU project to promote market integration, which started
proposing liberalization in 1987. After a series of discussions and a competence dispute between several member states and the European Commission, the liberalization
project finally gained momentum in the 1990s. In 1996, the Council adopted a green
paper which provided the basis for full liberalization of the telecom infrastructure by
January 1, 1998 (Sandholtz 1998; Schmidt 1998; Thatcher 2001; Holmes / Young
2002).
The lobbying by telecommunication providers in the US and the EU corresponded to
these different regulatory traditions, domestically as well as internationally. The first
telecom firms to take note of the sectoral telecom negotiations within the GATS were
the large competitive US long-distance providers AT&T, MCI and Sprint, as well as
other telecom companies such as the satellite company ComSat. Mobilization of the
actual network providers was much slower. Initially, the US RBOCs were largely absent, but NYNEX, and to a lesser degree US West, eventually joined the long-distance
companies. EU network operators did not become involved in the telecom talks in the
early years, but by 1996 this had changed. EU member countries had agreed on a
deadline for the internal liberalization process, which effectively opened national
markets to European competition. With the alternative of exclusive home market
control unavailable, large EU operators rallied behind the WTO project.18

17

18

69 countries submitted schedules, and 63 of these countries had additionally made specific
commitments to regulatory discipline, the great majority of these (57) by accepting the whole
Reference Paper or by making only slight amendments. In April 1996, only 31 countries had
subscribed to the Reference Paper.
This European-based lobbying in support of liberalization was nonetheless accompanied by
more ambiguous strategies at the national level. For the example of the Spanish operators
Telefónica, see Niemann (2004).
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Transatlantic liberalization of international air transport

Unlike telecommunication services, the liberalization of air transport took place outside the framework of the GATS in the 1990s.19 International aviation was traditionally regulated through an extensive network of bilateral agreements (see Richards
2001). In the mid-1990s, the US government set out unilaterally to achieve a certain
degree of liberalization through less restrictive bilaterals, called “open sky” agreements. Despite the benefits of the open sky agreements, the EU insisted that they were
tailored to the advantage of US airlines and continued to press for a more comprehensive reform of global aviation markets. This EU activism led to the negotiation of a
liberalized transatlantic aviation area starting in 2003, when the European Commission was granted competence by the member states to negotiate on external aviation
affairs.
Like telecommunications, the US air transport market was deregulated earlier than
the European one. The 1978 decision to deregulate the US market caused a shakeout
of the domestic market, which led to the disappearance of several large carriers. The
“big three” which emerged as the winners of this shakeout, United, Delta and American Airlines, had become the most competitive airlines in the global market (Yergin/
Stansilaw 1999). In the EU, internal liberalization was achieved through three packages between 1987 and 1992, effective in 1997. By April of that year, all former monopoly or “flag” carriers had turned into licensed community airlines, granted the
right of establishment anywhere within the European aviation area (Holmes /
McGowan 1997; O’Reilly/Stone Sweet 1998). The bilateral agreements, however, restrict traffic rights to national airlines, so that they effectively preclude a completion of
the internal market, much to the dismay of the European Commission. They also prohibit market access to the domestic market of a foreign country, except in cases where
a government has been able to negotiate special rights.20
The perceived imbalances have led industry within Europe to start thinking about
new approaches to international regulation. In the mid-1990s, European flag carriers
started working toward reform beyond the US open sky policy. After some initial discussion within the EU, the Association of European Airlines (AEA) proposed a plan
for a so-called Transatlantic Common Aviation Area (TCAA) (Association of European Airlines 1995; Association of European Airlines 1999). The European Commission enthusiastically supported the AEA project and made it its own policy objective

19

20

Air transport was officially excluded from the scope of the GATS on the insistence of the US
government and others, who argued that international aviation was more appropriately dealt
with through the International Civil Aviation Organization (Loughlin 2001).
For cargo services, for example, the US has been able to negotiate and consequently uses the
right to fly between European destinations, a privilege that has been denied to European carriers in the US. For more information, see House of Lords (2003).
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for international aviation relations. When negotiations finally started on a revised
proposition (Moselle et al. 2002), all EU carriers saluted the project, while US carriers
remained skeptical about comprehensive liberalization, all the more during the economic downturn that they were still facing since 9/11. US carriers passively supported
the US policy open sky liberalization. Their main lobbying efforts during the economic crisis of the early 2000s focused, however, on government subsidies and compensation (Air Transport Association 2003).

Explaining the support for liberalization

Despite the fact that US carriers were quite competitive and still hold larger portions
of the international aviation market than their European counterparts, EU airlines
lobbied actively in favor of more comprehensive liberalization. Why do we observe
this US–EU divergence? In telecommunications, we would expect a competitive service provider like AT&T or MCI to be supportive of international trade, but what is
the motivation for the former European monopolies? Even more surprising, what
made a regional Bell company like NYNEX decide to lobby in support of the WTO
agreement, despite the fact that it did not even provide long-distance services prior to
the Telecommunications Act of 1996?

Preferences arising from economic incentives
The question “when do firms lobby in support of trade liberalization?” has been explored extensively in the field of IPE (Destler/Odell 1987; Milner 1987; Milner 1988a;
Milner 1988b; Milner/Yoffie 1989; Gilligan 1997; Chase 2003). The findings of these
studies have helped to establish “preference maps” that societal actors are supposed to
follow in a given context (see also Scheve/Slaughter 2001). For our cases, we can retain the following hypothesis for business lobbying within similar sectors: importcompeting firms are in favor of protectionism, export-competing firms in favor of
reciprocal trade liberalization (Alt/Gilligan 1994; Gilligan 1997; Chase 2003). Since
imports and exports are difficult to measure in the trade of services, it is helpful to
employ a somewhat broader interpretation of this proposition. In essence, the hypothesis suggests that a firm with extensive operations abroad – Helen Milner (1988a:
15) suggests the term “international orientation” – should be concerned about market
access in foreign markets. For service firms, this includes international operations as
well as foreign investment or joint ventures of the firm in question.
The degree of international orientation can be approximated by considering the size
of international business operations as a percentage of the total revenue of firms. This
information is presented in Tables 2 and 3. Since the percentage of international operations does not take foreign investment into account, which might also play an im-
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portant role, I also indicate such investment and international alliances or joint ventures at the time of the relevant liberalization negotiations.

Table 2

Importance of international
revenue in telecommunication services (1997)

Company

International as %
of total revenue

MCI * ++

21

AT&T * ++

16

KPN * +

13

PTA

13

Belgacom

12

British Telecom * ++

9

Sprint * ++

9

France Télécom * ++

8

Deutsche Telekom * +

7

Worldcom

6

Telecom Italia

5

Telefónica ++

5

Bell Atlantic ++

0

SBC +

0

GTE

0

Bell South ++

0

Ameritech ++

0

US West ++

0

Note: * indicates major joint ventures, + indicates a single case of foreign investment, ++
indicates several investments (Crandall 1997).

Table 3

Importance of international
operations in international air
transport (2002)

Airline

International as %
of total operating
revenue

KLM *++

63

British Airways *++

61

Air France +

53

TAP Portugal +

51

Lufthansa ++

49

United ++

over 34

Continental ++

33

Iberia ++

33

Northwest *++

30

American ++
Delta ++

29
over 21

SAS ++

14

US Air *+

13

Alitalia ++

8

Source: Assembled by the author from Annual 10 K
Report of US carriers; Annual Reports of EU
carriers, available on company website, and Air
Transport World (2002). International activities
refer to flights outside the European aviation
area. Percentages are rounded.

Source: Assembled by the author based on ITU
(1997), WTO (1997), and FCC (2001). Percentages are rounded.

By comparing firms from similar-sized countries and the overall ranking in each of
the sectors, we can make two observations. 21 First, the firms that have engaged most
explicitly in support of further liberalization – companies such as AT&T, MCI, Sprint,
France Telecom or Deutsche Telekom, KLM, British Airways, Air France and Lufthansa – have comparatively extensive international activities, at least with respect to
other firms in their sector. Second, those that have been conspicuously absent from
the liberalization discussion – Bell South, SBC, Ameritech, SAS, US Air and Alitalia,
for example – have comparatively limited international activities. For the relative degree of support for liberalization, the degree of international orientation is thus a
21

For the nominal values of international revenue and further information, see Woll (2004).
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helpful first indicator of the preferences firms will have with respect to foreign opportunities and home market protection. 22

Limitations of preferences deduced from material interests only
However, the figures alone would not have helped us to predict the differential degrees of mobilization we have observed. Nor do they seem to give an indication of the
threshold at which firms start to lobby in support of liberalization. One could ask why
Sprint was among the early supporters of a WTO agreement, even though its international activities are closer to those of the major European network operators and not
MCI or AT&T. And why did NYNEX (later Bell Atlantic) get involved more actively
than other regional Bells, even though some of them also had foreign investments? In
air transport, it becomes clear why European carriers are more interested in the reform of international aviation than US carriers, but it is hard to see why international
air transport as a whole is more conservative about international trade than telecommunications. In telecommunications, a tenth of revenue from international operations seem to suffice to make a firm interested in foreign trade, while 33% of international operations are seemingly insufficient for US carriers.
The answer proposed in this article is that we have to understand how and when firms
understand what is at stake. Did they originally lobby on their own initiative or were
they forced to act because their governments were already moving? Once they learn
about the issue of liberalization, what are their alternatives? And which means are
available to them once they decide to influence the policy process? All of these factors
affect the policy positions firms are likely to adopt. We should therefore expect variation between sectors and countries.
Once an issue is defined, firms do seem to act in response to the material incentives at
hand. This is evident in the fact that the economic indicators provide a quite accurate
picture of different degrees of mobilization of firms within one sector and country: in
the same contexts, those firms that have a greater degree of international orientation
will be more supportive of reciprocal liberalization than their more home-marketoriented rivals. The IPE hypothesis is thus quite useful for telling us how we should
expect a firm to act relative to its peers. Knowing how firms within a sector will act in
absolute terms – lobbying for or against liberalization – requires, however, a more
intricate look at how the stakes within a sector are defined and what political options
are open to the firms in question.

22

Naturally, the table reflects the size of the home country of firms. In both sectors, firms of
small countries, such as the Netherlands, Portugal or Austria, have more international operations that the majority of firms in a large country like the US.
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Alternative propositions
The objective of this article is thus not to invalidate hypotheses made on the basis of
material incentives, but to specify under what conditions they are helpful and, inversely, when we should expect to see more varied outcomes. Moreover, the article
seeks to show that differences in behavior on the part of the actors in question are not
always changes in strategy only, but might also be due to more fundamental changes
in beliefs or identity.
In particular, I have suggested that the lobbying choices depend on (1) the dominant
identity of the firm, (2) the beliefs it adopts about causal relations, and (3) the strategic environment (see Figure 1). For the cases studied, a change in identity is equivalent to the transition from public or private monopolies to competitive producers.
Firms like European service providers, which were under no obligation to be profitable until the 1990s, should intuitively behave very differently from competitive service providers. Causal and potentially normative beliefs can manifest themselves in a
myriad of different ideas or paradigms. For trade policy lobbying, we would need to
be particularly attentive to beliefs about how to obtain profits. The strategic environment, finally, is probably the most complex of all three sources of variation, and it
would be beyond the scope of this paper to deal with it in all of its aspects. However,
the comparison between the US and the EU allows us to compare quite different political opportunity structures for lobbying. We should therefore expect to see differences in behavior between US and EU firms.

3

Trade policy preference formation as a political process

The following case study narrative has two objectives. First, it tries to evaluate the
usefulness of the alternative propositions by examining whether the changes in identity, beliefs and strategic opportunities and constraints in the context of service trade
liberalization help to explain the eventual lobbying patterns of firms. Second, and
more generally, the section seeks to illustrate the high level of uncertainty under
which firms have to act, in order to show how the identification of preferences is a
lengthy process that is intimately tied to the interactions between business and government representatives. As we will see, the uncertainty affects both the way firms
conceive of their interests and the way in which they will mobilize. This section therefore considers ‘learning’ and ‘acting’ in turn.
At the level of learning, the difference between being a network provider or a global
competitive player in telecommunications is an important element for understanding
differential mobilization, despite the fact that, historically, both types did not understand the issue of service trade liberalization when negotiations started. For airlines,
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company confrontation with government objectives helps us to understand how the
ways in which benefits where estimated changed in response to new policy objectives.
Specifically, airlines decided to stop estimating benefits in terms of reciprocal market
access and began to consider passenger volumes independently of the distribution of
destinations among competitors.
At the level of acting, it makes a great difference whether firms enter into direct contact with their government representatives or work through trade associations. As the
country comparison highlights, European firms rely much more on associations in
order to master the multi-level process, which in turn forces them to formulate their
demands in terms of policy principles rather than concrete benefits. The group dynamic of European lobbying leads EU firms to support the general concept of policy
reform in order to continue affecting the details of the process, even though they
doubt somewhat that they will indeed be better off in all aspects of the future agreement. Faced with the same uncertainty, US firms chose instead to remain inactive.

Learning trade

Telecom companies discover the WTO
Although international opportunities were certainly an important issue for telecommunication companies in both the US and the EU, the universe of trade policy was
largely foreign to the technical governance of telecommunication services. When telecommunication companies first became involved in international trade issues, the
fundamental stake was to understand what was going on and whether this was important enough to invest their time and resources in. In the very early phase, this was true
even of competitive telecom providers such as AT&T. Consequently, a large part of
the work of the US government and the trade representative (USTR) involved “trying
to inform [the companies] about why we thought this was a good idea.”23 A US company representative remembers:
Most trade representatives had never worked on telecommunications, and most telecom people had never worked on trade. We were extremely concerned about the negotiations, especially when we realized that some of the trade people did not know what a common carrier
was.24

Some aspect of the issues was new to all of the participants, both from the governments and from the companies. Among US companies that had chosen to follow the

23
24

Interview with a US government representative, Washington D.C., June 20, 2003.
Interview with a US company representative, July 2, 2003.
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developments, there was a sense that the ambitions of the trade agenda were ill
matched with the realities of telecom services.
So we actually went out and took some initiative to ask what this was about. I mean, we didn’t
even know what the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs was until the early 1990s. When
we first read a draft version of the GATS, we felt that USTR could just trade off our entire
business against another service or agriculture.25

The issues were quite legalistic and remained obscure to most other telecommunication companies.
We developed a sort of code to talk to one another while government representatives were in
the room. We made sure we would start our phrases by saying “Just to review a little bit what
has been said …” so that everybody understood what was going on.26

Competitive providers such as AT&T, MCI and Sprint were the first to monitor the
developments actively. During early negotiations, the RBOCs did not follow trade
issues very much; they were merely observing the issue.27 In time, however, they became increasingly involved. Indeed, the importance of the telecommunication activities in trade forums only occurred to many policy experts after the sectoral WTO talks
had already started in the mid-1990s. As a representative of a former European monopoly recalls:
I have to admit, I only discovered the WTO at the margin. Initially, people considered the
WTO to be something quite abstract: “value-added,” “basic services” …? In most countries,
you didn’t really have a realization that there was a new reality … that you couldn’t do anything anymore without paying attention to the WTO.28

In Europe, companies only began mobilizing after the failure of negotiations in 1996,
when the GBT talks started to become serious. From 1996 onward, “there was such an
empowerment of the WTO that many companies discovered its importance.”29 The
same is true for US companies. Early negotiations had only been followed by the
companies most actively involved in international telephony, AT&T, MCI, Sprint and
ComSat. Yet by 1996, the RBOCs had also become very active and supportive of the
negotiations: NYNEX, most importantly, but also US West.30
In summary, it took several years for companies to realize that their sector would be
ruled by a new paradigm and to start thinking in terms of international trade.

25
26
27
28
29
30

Ibid.
Ibid.
Interview with a US business representative, July 2, 2003.
Interview with a European business representative, July 3, 2003.
Interview with the representative of a European network provider, July 3, 2003.
Interview with a US business representative, July 2, 2003.
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Throughout this process, the US government and the European Commission constantly encouraged their participation and tried to educate them to participate more
in the process. Before even thinking about costs and benefits, firms had to adopt a
framework with which they could grasp what was going on. This framework, in turn,
was elaborated in the cooperation they developed with their respective governments.

Thinking beyond reciprocity: airlines between reaction and initiative
Like telecommunication services, the highly regulated air transport sector was a domain firmly in the hand of governments. First steps towards international liberalization, in the US through open sky agreements and within the EU through the integration of the European aviation market, were therefore something that was advanced by
government initiative, not business lobbying – at least at this early stage.
In the US, the government’s decision to liberalize bilateral air transport agreements
puzzled many US carriers. In the early 1990s, the traditional international carriers
protested against the US government’s move towards more “liberal” bilateral agreements, which they felt were “giving away real, hard, intrinsic, measurable values – our
geography, if you will – for value that is only nominal at worst and short term at
best.”31 At the time, the rallying cry of the US industry became “hard rights for hard
rights,” (Yergin/Vietor/Evans 2000: 46) because those were easy benefits to evaluate.
The first agreement was negotiated with the Netherlands in 1991 and signed in 1992.
At the time, many carriers were concerned, arguing that the Dutch market was hardly
of interest to them. In time, however, they became very intrigued by the new commercial possibilities these agreements offered through the possibilities of alliances. In
fact, in the years after the Dutch open sky agreement, the KLM/Northwest alliance
proved to be very beneficial to the carriers involved.
They had this huge demand, beyond the people that were flying from Detroit to Amsterdam,
because people then connected. It was extraordinary; the carriers were making a lot of money
and providing a good service. So other carriers said: “We have got to go do this!”32

Furthermore, when the US succeeded in signing an open sky agreement with Germany in 1996, the criticisms ceased that had argued that the trading partners were too
small.33 Carriers who had initially opposed the KLM/Northwest alliance because they
did not have the same ability realized that there was no use resisting this development:

31
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Former Pan Am executive Willis Player, cited in Jönsson (1987: 126).
Interview with a US government representative, Washington D.C., April 10, 2003.
Ibid.
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We had to change our thinking. We had to realize that it doesn’t matter that there is a very
precise exchange as long as we can create this environment where we are allowed to create
global entities in strategic positions.34

The obvious success of the early alliances set off “a race for everybody to find a suitable alliance partner,” as one US airline representative explained.35 Consequently, US
carriers rallied behind the open skies policy and overcame their initial reservations. All
international carriers agree today that the open sky approach has served their interests
well.36
For EU carriers, initial reservations were similar, but they changed quickly when EU
airlines felt that their traditional partners, national governments, could not deal with a
reorganization of international air transport effectively. In the early 1990s, many
European carriers were not keen on competition from the US. European carriers had
maintained unprofitable service, sustained by subsidies from their governments, and
many felt threatened by the new US international carriers.37 In the face of severe financial difficulties weighing on several EU airlines, the Belgian President of the EU
called an emergency meeting of transport ministers in September 1993 in order to
develop measures to help the national airlines. A “protectionist lobby” around the
ailing airlines Sabena, Air France, Aer Lingus, Iberia, TAP Portugal and Olympic
called for freezing capacity and fares until 1996 and demanded an EU fund that would
support their restructuring (Dobson 1995: 228). Similarly, European airlines tended
to be protectionist when they first heard about the prospect of a European liberalization (Holmes/McGowan 1997: 173).
However, with different backgrounds in privatization and competition, not all European carriers supported these protectionist positions. British Airways used to be the
only airline which had sought to distance itself from calls for protectionism, but in the
mid-1990s the coalition of supporters of liberalization had grown. Individual state aid
would have severely constrained the expansion of the more successful European airlines, such as KLM, BA, Virgin Atlantic or Finnair. On the road to privatization, Lufthansa also moved away from its earlier reservations in the mid-1990s, most notably in
the context of the US–German open sky negotiations.

34
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Interview with a US airline representative, Washington D.C., April 25, 2003.
Interviews with US airline and government representatives, Washington D.C., April 24 and
25, 2003.
Interviews with US government and airline representatives, Washington D.C., April 10, 24
and 25, 2003.
Highly concerned about US competition, the French government had even renounced its
bilateral agreement with the US in 1992 and Germany insisted on a capacity freeze. European
carriers made considerable losses in the early 1990s. Air France, for example, had a first half
loss of $680 million in 1993, and Sabena was close to bankruptcy.
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The turning point came in the late 1990s through the highly successful US open sky
agreements. Like their American counterparts, European carriers began feeling an
“alliance fever” and by 2001 almost all European carriers had American partners. Despite their obvious benefits, open skies seem fundamentally biased towards the US,
which supposedly has “the political clout to negotiate anything they want.”38 The open
sky agreements maintain European fragmentation, despite the integration of the intraEuropean market. They thus prevent the expansion of business operations, which many
European airlines are interested in.39 Unlike the situation in the US, this has not changed
much in the last two years, as a representative of a large EU carrier explains: “the objective and the policy of [our airline] has always been growth. … Even 9/11 has not
changed this much.”40 Indeed, even smaller European carriers with small stakes in the
transatlantic market, such as TAP Portugal, now rally behind the calls for regulatory
reform.41 The need for reform arises for large and small airlines, either because they
want to expand or because they would like to have the opportunity of capturing foreign investment.42
In summary, on both sides the issue of liberalization, be it through bilateral open sky
agreements or through more ambitious designs, was first received with considerable
reservation on the part of the airlines. It was not until early agreements proved to be
beneficial to certain carriers that other carriers rallied behind a continuation of the
policies. For airlines, this meant exchanging an insistence on strict reciprocity for the
opportunity to have unique alliances. The costs and benefits of these changes, however, only occurred to the less experimental carriers once they were already in place
and could be observed.
To return to our theoretical framework, the two cases illustrate two separate elements
of the learning process. The telecommunications example highlights the point made
about identity. European network providers only started mobilizing around the issue
of trade once it was clear that they were each a competitive company that had to think
about profitability. The airline lobbying in turn shows that costs and benefits can be
evaluated in very different terms depending on the political context. Given the general
uncertainty about future developments, the proxies by which airlines make these calculations are highly relevant. Interestingly, the calculation shift has resulted from government policy. Prior to the US open sky policy, benefits were estimated by looking at
hard rights and calculated in terms of reciprocity. Afterwards it became clear that hard
38
39
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Interview with an airline representative, October 21, 2002.
Interviews with EU airline representatives on November 27 and December 2, 2002. For a
discussion of the critique made by European airlines of the open sky architecture, see House
of Lords (2003).
Interview with a European airline representative, November 18, 2002.
Presentation of José Guedes Dias, TAP Air Portugal, at a preparatory seminar on “The Future
of Liberalization” to the ICAO Conference in Montreal, March 23, 2003.
Business Week, “Richard Branson’s Next Big Adventure,” March 8, 2004.
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rights alone could not account for the alliance benefits some companies reap. By extrapolating from their example, airlines started thinking beyond reciprocity, even
though the degree varied in the US and the EU. In both cases, however, the precise
causal explanation that previously linked payoffs and policy had to be revised.

Getting mobilized

Once firms in both sectors had determined where their interests lay, they had to decide how to mobilize. Despite the increasing expert consultations of both the US and
the EU negotiators, contacts tend to be more personal in the US, as the telecommunications example shows most clearly. Access to the multi-level policy process in the EU
is more complicated and thus imposes several constraints upon lobbying content:
most notably a requirement for pan-European solutions or “European credibility”
(see Coen 1997; 2002). In the case of European airlines, we can see how this obligation
to focus on general principles led to the formulation of the open aviation area that is
currently being negotiated.

Telecoms: personal contacts vs. multi-level lobbying
Business–government relations in the telecom sector are much more developed and
institutionalized in the US than in Europe. While the most active US companies
formed an industry group that followed the US delegation to Geneva and provided
regular feedback during the late Uruguay negotiations and between 1994 and 1997,
there was no industry presence on the European side that directly followed these deliberations.43 In international negotiations, the US has a long tradition of inviting
their companies to come along.
Largely, for years, the US led in taking their companies [along]. I remember going to OECD
meetings … you would never see any other delegation with private sector folks. And the US
private sector delegation would be as large as the government delegation.44

In Europe, businesses contacts are much less developed. During the late Uruguay negotiations and the early sectoral talks, the Commission realized that it needed further
technical information from European operators, 45 but initial contacts were rather
frustrating. A Commission official remembers that they were “remarkably uninter-
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Interview with the chair of this industry group.
Interview with the representative of a US network operator, Washington D.C., June 25, 2003.
The creation of a considerable number of business dialogs, forums and associations has its
roots in this frustration. See Cowles (2001).
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ested in the whole process.”46 In the eyes of many observers, European firms just do
not lobby as much individually. Even though CEOs of European companies do occasionally enter into contact with public officials and politicians, the heart of policyrelated work is not their responsibility.
Trade associations exist in the US, but they tend to be only as active as the companies
that carry them. When asked about the impact of associations on the trade negotiations, none of the US public officials interviewed mentioned the US association of
network providers USTA. As a representative of a US network provider confirms, “we
have dragged USTA into the WTO discussion, … but it is not their first priority.”47
While AT&T and MCI value the activities of the international communications committee of CompTel, there is a sense that the association simply reflects the two companies’ views behind the shield of an association name. If they are not based on broad
membership, US associations seem like an extension of the businesses they represent.48 In many cases, therefore, businesses chose to lobby for themselves.49
The European Commission, for its part, rarely cites individual businesses. Consultation happens “first and foremost with the associations.”50 During the sectoral talks,
the European association of telecommunication network operators (ETNO) was the
only telecom company representation that closely followed the negotiations, despite
the fact that it represented traditionally public network operators. The most active
members were those operators that already had experience with liberalization or that
simply were large enough to be interested in foreign market access: Telia, British Telecom, France Télécom, Deutsche Telekom and to a somewhat lesser degree Telefónica.
Smaller operators followed and supported their activities, but in some cases out of
convenience only. Mobilizing the resources to lobby individually was often not considered worth the effort, all the more since ETNO was apparently doing a good job.
For many firms, participation in ETNO’s WTO working group was their only lobbying activity. It is thus no surprise that a member of ETNO describes the working
group as a night train: “there was a locomotive, some work cars, and many sleeping
cars.”51 Still, through ETNO, the telecom operators closely following the liberalization
process from 1996–1997 stayed in contact with all relevant levels of government. This
institutional complexity in the trade policy-making process contributed largely to
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Interview with a representative of the European Commission in Brussels, September 3, 2003.
Interview in Washington D.C., June 24, 2003.
When I asked whom I should contact from CompTel, I was told that it was probably not necessary, because the person organizing the meetings would just put me in contact with the representative from AT&T or MCI, who have more information on the details of the issues dealt
with.
Ibid.
Interview in Brussels, October 21, 2002.
Interview in Brussels, September 3, 2003.
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making ETNO such an important forum: few companies had the resources to effectively ensure relations with both levels of government on a wide variety of issues.
The institutional complexity is a less important issue for US telecom companies. “We
work with almost all of the same people for years in the agencies, so everybody knows
everybody else.”52 Individual activities might be coordinated through trade associations, but the real advocacy work is carried out by individual companies.
As this overview shows, lobbying on telecommunication service trade in the US and
the EU is marked by some notable differences. In both cases, the technical complexity
of the issues leads to an active government solicitation of business expertise (cf.
McGuire 1999). However, the contact in the US is with business representatives directly, quite often based on extensive personal contacts. Within the EU, in turn, associations are crucial. For the companies involved, these associations are necessary to
participate at the multiple levels of the EU policy process, even if acting as a group
means adopting a unanimous decision that is less precise than the stance an individual
carrier can lobby for. By imposing the need to work through a coalition or as an individual actor, the political process thus affects the strategic environment of American
and European firms differently.

Airlines: concrete benefits vs. principle-based lobbying
Adopting a European stance was equally important for EU airlines once they had decided to work with the European Commission. Traditionally, business–government
contacts at the national level are particularly close, both in the US and Europe, and
airlines express their concrete demands since it is governments that will have to negotiate them internationally. With the European Commission, the logic is different.
Since the European Commission negotiates for all of the member states and not specifically on frequencies or capacity of flights, lobbying at the supranational level was
based on broad principles rather than individual demands.
In the US, the search for concrete benefits, in contrast, remains central. All government representatives explain that they maintain their ties with airlines through regular
phone calls and e-mails. “The airlines are not the bashful types: whatever the negotiation, you would generally hear from them.”53 The fact that relations are very close is
demonstrated by the fact that one airline representative consistently refers to the US
delegation as “we.”54 Indeed, the delegation always tries to assure the best possible
conditions for the operation of US carriers. On commercial issues, the contact be52
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Interview in Washington D.C., June 19, 2003.
Interview with a US official in Washington D.C., May 19, 2003.
Interview in Washington D.C., April 25, 2003.
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tween airlines and the US government is somewhat less tight, simply because US carriers are in competition with each other and the government is responsible for finding
the best possible solution for all stakeholders.
In contrast, on transversal issues such as common legislation, the US air transport
association (ATA) is quite important for its airlines.55 ATA has established a very wellorganized network of contacts with the legislature on Capitol Hill. The association has
been instrumental in organizing the demands of US carriers for government support
in the aftermath of 9/11.56 It thus seems fair to say that US airlines always seek to assure concrete individual benefits, whether they lobby individually or through their
association.
Close airline–government contacts used to be typical of European countries as well.
Despite their privileged relationships with national governments, however, EU carriers turned to the European Commission in order to advance on international regulatory reform. In the eyes of European airlines, the challenge was twofold. First, the
bilateral system was in need of reform in order to permit more liberal business operations. Second, individual European governments were too weak to negotiate the appropriate conditions bilaterally with the US. Despite the close relations with their
member state governments, European flag carriers therefore started to approach the
EU institutions with their request for a reform of the current restrictions. Organized
by the Association of European Airlines (AEA), European flag carriers started deliberating over solutions to the problems they encountered in the mid-1990s (Association
of European Airlines 1995). They found a sympathetic ear in the European Commission, which was trying to gather support for a European mandate on external aviation
relations. Soon after, the Council of Ministers identified AEA’s project as an important objective for the European Union.57 In many ways, AEA was the perfect ally for
the Commission. Above all, carriers interested in expanding became very supportive
of a Commission mandate for external negotiations:
We want to see the Commission able to exercise this mandate. We believe it is in the best interest, not just for [us], but European aviation. They can add value by being represented as a
whole rather than being picked up country by country.58

The support was uniform, for large and small flag carriers alike, irrespective of
whether they have concluded an open sky agreement with the US or not. Hence, on
US–EU aviation relations, AEA has developed a tight relationship with the Commission’s Directorate General for Transport and Energy.
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Interviews with US airlines representatives, Washington D.C., March 27 and April 3, 2003.
Interview with a representative of the US Senate in Washington D.C., May 19, 2003.
AEA set out to develop a more detailed proposal, which it published in 1999 (Association of
European Airlines 1999).
Interview with a European airline representative in Brussels, November 13, 2002.
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Despite the effectiveness of the AEA–Commission cooperation, the prospect of new
Community competences is disconcerting to the former flag carriers. While they support a US negotiating mandate, they are afraid of an unlimited competency transfer to
the European Commission:
If we wanted more frequencies with Brazil, we would have to pass through the Commission. It
would probably take 2 years only to find out that we have to split the frequencies that have
been negotiated with the Austrians! … How do you divide the cake? You have 20 frequencies
to distribute among the 15 member states: how do you proceed? If you give a share to all 15,
we risk having the same size share as any other small European country. That’s quite a problem.59

EU carriers are concerned about their privileged relationships and underline that
there are certain issues that they prefer to bring to their home government only.60
Indeed, lobbying by individual carriers at the EU level is rare and the absence of tight
contact with the Commission is even a concern to some more reserved carriers.
Through AEA, however, European airlines have contributed substantially to the evolution of the external aviation policy of the EU. Nonetheless, the lobbying conducted
by European carriers is distinctly different from the lobbying done by US carriers.
While US carriers maintain close contacts and lobby for individual benefits, even
through their associations, EU carriers can only lobby for general principles and policy blueprints at the European level. This difference leads European firms to sometimes lobby for projects which entail elements that they might not completely be comfortable with.
To return to the theoretical discussion of preferences, the case study shows how different forms of business–government interaction and different dynamics in the policy
process create political opportunity structures – and thus the strategic environment –
in which firms determine their policy stances. This, in turn, has consequences for how
firms can formulate their demands and creates an incentive for European firms to
lobby in terms of principles at the supranational level.

4

Conclusion

The narrative provided in the previous section has tried to highlight the malleability
of preferences of firms in both sectors and both the US and the EU throughout the
elaboration of new and more liberal designs for international trade in the two sectors.
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Interview with a European airline representative, November 18, 2002.
Ibid.
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We have seen that firms have to spend considerable time learning about the stakes,
and that they have several alternatives regarding how to evaluate potential costs and
benefits. In the two sectors studied, material incentives or economic benefits are not
evident to firms. In particular, changes in the identity of firms (from public service
providers to competitive players) and in the beliefs about how profitability can be
obtained (through restricting market access or expanding operations) help us to understand how firms conceive of their objectives relative to their competitors and thus
ultimately which way they will lobby. In the model presented in Figure 1, this corresponds to variation in the first and second translation step.
Once firms decide to lobby on the issue of trade liberalization, the forms through
which they do so also have an effect on the demands that can be expressed. As the US–
EU comparison has shown, the difference between direct contacts and trade association lobbying has consequences for the details of the demands that can be voiced.
When the rivalry with their American counterparts incited European airlines to work
on reforming the international aviation architecture, they needed to accept working at
the supranational policy level rather than through their privileged domestic relations.
Like the telecommunication association ETNO, the European air transport association AEA can only act once it can formulate proposals that will be accepted by all
members. The elaboration of such consensus positions means, however, that concrete
benefits such as frequencies cannot be lobbied for. Furthermore, associations start
developing a group dynamic that smaller firms join so as not to be left out, even
though they might not be entirely convinced of the positions developed by the dominant firms in the group. The design of the political institutions and the forms of lobbying chosen to respond to it thus have an effect on the demands lobbyists can make
in the cases studied. These differences in the political institutions in the US and the
EU are part of the third translation step in the model presented in Figure 1.
On a note of caution, it is important to underline that the empirical discussion in this
article is indicative only. The decision to study service sector liberalization was made
in order to be able to observe policy preferences that are not yet “carved in stone” and
to identify the factor weighing on their formation. Business lobbying might be much
more powerful or even coercive in sectors with entrenched interests, of which traditional trade in goods or agriculture is a typical example. Yet one can suspect that even
in such traditional sectors, actors are affected by similar learning processes that have
an effect quite different from purely strategic challenges. The transposition of policy
areas from national to supranational or international domains generally results in new
sets of policy alternatives and constraints that all actors have to understand and incorporate into their behavior. In most cases, the idea that economic actors provide real
inputs into the policy process is therefore something that should be tested rather than
assumed.
Generally speaking, it would be moot to criticize hypotheses based on economic incentives for failing to reflect the real process of preference formation. Reality is always
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more complex than our models, which in itself is not problematic. The goal of this
article is not to argue against analytical parsimony but to determine the conditions
under which certain assumptions about preferences are useful. If an author postulates
that firms should be interested in protectionism, this assumption will be valid only as
long as the actors he or she tries to study are not subject to a change in identity or
causal beliefs, for example. Furthermore, as the case study has highlighted, a direct
translation of material interests into policy stances seems more difficult in the multilevel system of the EU than in the US. The objective of this article is thus to remind
analysts to evaluate carefully whether contexts are sufficiently comparable when they
try to export a hypothesis from one case to another.
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